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Collection Overview

Repository: Smithsonian Institution Archives, Washington, D.C., osiaref@si.edu

Creator: National Museum of the American Indian, Office of Education and Museum Programs, Publications Office

Title: Publications

Dates: 2006-2007

Quantity: 0.5 cu. ft. (1 document box)

Administrative Information

Preferred Citation

Smithsonian Institution Archives, Accession 07-133, National Museum of the American Indian, Office of Education and Museum Programs, Publications Office, Publications

Descriptive Entry

This accession consists of reference set copies of the following publications: Identity by Design: Tradition, Change, and Celebration in Native Women's Dresses, which accompanied a major exhibition at the National Museum of the American Indian; Off the Map: Landscape and the Native Imagination, issued in conjunction with the exhibition of the same name at the George Gustav Heye Center in New York, New York; and Vision, Space, Desire: Global Perspectives and Cultural Hybridity, a book pertaining to artistic and curatorial practices amongst contemporary Native American artists.

Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Exhibitions
Indians of North America
Museums -- Public relations.

Types of Materials:
Books
Names:

National Museum of the American Indian (U.S.). George Gustav Heye Center
Container Listing

Box 1


*Off the Map: Landscape in the Native Imagination* (2007)